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1.

1. Introduction

The principal objective of this Bachelor Thesis was to translate a literary
text from Czech into English and subsequently comment on the individual
translation solutions chosen by the author of this Thesis. For this purpose, it
was first necessary to establish the theoretical basis of the literary translation
grounded in the findings of a prominent Czech linguist and translator, Jiří
Levý. This theoretical part of the Thesis includes a general introduction to the
translation process, as well as a particular subchapter concerning translation of
proper names because this phenomenon is dealt with later in connection with
the translation itself.
The practical application of the theory follows, in a form of a translation
of the story Sraz naší třídy taken from the book Nové povídky written by Zdeněk
Svěrák. Consisting of approximately 12 standard pages, the translation had to
deal with a rich vocabulary typical for Svěrák, as well as with various
interesting translation issues: the above-mentioned dilemma regarding
translation of proper names, a differentiation of language registers, a
consideration of the cultural context or a necessity of re-stylizing. These aspects
are among reasons why the author of this Thesis chose this short story for his
translation, as further described in the chapter called Macroanalysis of the
translation which also presents Zdeněk Svěrák and his work. This chapter is
ensued by the Microanalysis of the translation where the mentioned issues are
discussed more minutely in relation to the translation of the short story,
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accompanied by concrete examples.
The Thesis is concluded by acknowledgment to the foreign consultants
who contributed to the final version of the translation. Thanks to their
evaluations and comments, it was possible to wrap up the translation in a form
more familiar to a native speaker.
All the parts of the Thesis are written in the American English which was
selected due to its less complicated spelling, resulting in a greater fluency of the
text.
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2. Theory of Translation
The translation of written language has accompanied the human society
already since the beginnings of the written form of communication. This
translation necessity logically arose from the need for transmitting ideas of a
text to a group of people who used a different language system. Despite this
being relevant first of all to diverse nations and ethnic groups, language
specifics can be found within different social classes as well. During the period
of antiquity, for instance, Greek served as a language of scholars, especially in
the domain of philosophy; its privileged position later assumed by Latin which
to a certain degree fulfills this function even today.
However, if we disregard ancient reflections and scattered translation
essays, a "scientific" approach to the translation of literary texts began to appear
many centuries later, more specifically in the second half of the 20th century1.
With the assistance of other philological branches, the so-called translatology
has given rise to sundry theoretical views and practical methods, both striving
to find the way how to produce the best, or more precisely the most faithful
translation. Since, at that time, the focus of the translation sciences has begun
splitting to deal with various types and styles of texts, with regard to the
objective of this Thesis, we shall concentrate only on the field of the literary
(artistic) translation.
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The key issue in this field of the translation theory is the criteria of
literary translation quality. Let us return to the above-mentioned faithfulness of
the translation, which may be defined as the degree of the addressee's equivalent
reaction to the source and target text2. Just as other prominent Czech philologist
Jiří Levý, Dagmar Knittlová claims that this faithfulness is the principal
criterion for appraising the translation quality. Being a specialist in the domain
of literary translation, Levý in this respect cites one of the co-founders of the
Prague Linguistic Circle, Vilém Mathesius: "[…] the very essence of translating
poetry is an endeavor to awaken the artistic effect, although by means of
different literary devices than utilized in the original […]“3 and on the following
pages, he describes the tilt of the modern translation theory towards this
opinion4. In yet other words, the authorial intent, i.e., what effect the author
wishes his work to have, should be reproduced for the reader as accurately as
possible, in respects of both semantics and formalness, by following specific
(and more or less distinct from the source language) grammatical and structural
standards of the target language and also considering the cultural context of the
target language reader's background.

2.1.

Process of Literary Translation

Let us focus on the literary translation process. At the beginning of his
main chapter, Translation Process, Levý states three phases of this process5:
1. understanding of the original
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2. interpreting the original
3. re-stylizing the original

2.1.1. Understanding of the Original

In connection with above-mentioned ideas, the translator first has to
correctly understand the authorial intent, the primary and secondary ideas of
the text, and let it have some effect on him or her to be capable of correctly
interpreting the work so they can proceed to other steps of the translation
process. At this moment, the translator is, above all, an attentive reader who
represents every follow-up reader in the target language. As described by Levý,
their task is to comprehend the text on three levels: first, on the philological
level which basically includes a proper understanding of the meaning of
individual words as well as grasping the general point of the story. If the
translator fails to accomplish this, they considerably digress from the original
intent. Although we can describe this phase as the least creative and thus the
least demanding regarding the translator's talent, it is necessary to give it a
sufficient amount of attention.
Provided the translator is sure of their philological understanding of the
original text, they may move on to the second level, i.e., ideologically-esthetic.
On this level, the translator aims at capturing the mood of the original, in other
words, the emotional aspects of the whole story, as well as its parts.
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Particularly, identifying irony in contrast to a bare statement can have a radical
impact on the process of transferring the text into the target language.
The third level concerns understanding of artistic elements; it means
attributes of individual characters, their mutual relationships, setting of the
story and the overall author's message. Levý points out that the translator
should not perceive the text atomistically but try seeing the whole picture
which enables to transfer a coherent and credible conception of the abovementioned into the target text. For example, it is necessary that all lines of one
character's speech are based on a cohesive idea of their personality so they do
not deviate from the unified style and are not in contradiction to the character's
behavior outside its direct speeches.

2.1.2. Interpreting the Original

Provided that the translator correctly understood the original text, the
phase of its interpreting follows. This phase is essential due to semantic and
functional differences between the source and target text; according to Levý6,
this, above all, refers to the need of concretization of word meanings because
often it is not possible to find fully equivalent words in both languages. For this
reason, it is not sufficient to "arbitrarily" translate, although grammatically
right, instead, on the basis of the main idea of the text, its intended effect and
last but not least the logical cohesion, it is necessary to interpret the text.
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However, on the other hand, Levý advises against the "overinterpretation"7, i.e., the excessive subjectivism of the translator who tends to
deform the text on the ground of their personal preferences, diverging from the
appropriate translator's role: acting as a discreet intermediary between the
author and the reader.
This having been stated, the interpreting phase becomes rather
complicated. The translator has to find the right proportion between the
objective and the subjective aspect of their translating approach and properly
substantiate all derivative interventions into the original text so as to help
transferring the authorial intent into the target language, not impede it.

2.1.3. Re-stylizing the Original

The final phase of the translation process involves the overall rewriting
of the source text into a form natural as much as possible depending on the
linguistic system of the target language. The translator is expected to correctly
realize the strengths and weaknesses of the language they translate into,
compare them with the features of the source language and, in case of
difference, substitute the originally used methods by using the typical attributes
of the target language.8 Since the translation, regarding literary texts in
particular, is a very subjective matter, it is not possible to apply a generalized
approach to all original texts;

it is essential that the translator thoroughly

consider when the equivalent reader's reaction can be achieved by keeping the
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original form and when, on the contrary, the original text should be extensively
re-stylized.

2.2.

Translation of Proper Nouns

Since the chapter Microanalysis will minutely deal with the topic of
translation of proper nouns used in the short story, let us now create the
theoretical foundations which can be later referenced to. This phenomenon is
coherently described by Jiří Levý in his book. 9
As we have already shown above, the criterion for successful translation
is a degree of preserving the authorial intent and adequate transmitting of
reader's impression between the source text reader and the target text reader.
The same principle is applied in this particular translation issue of modifying
proper nouns. Despite the general practice being to keep proper nouns in their
original wording (because we greatly risk distorting the reader's impression in
this area), we have to correctly recognize the intention of an author concerning
proper nouns. If proper nouns contain a significant semantic, characterizing or
standardizing value, it is necessary, as Levý says, to use one of the three basic
methods of modifying (not only) proper nouns: translation, substitution and
transcription.
The method of translation as such can be used only in the case of the
proper nouns containing solely the semantic value with no other, for example
cultural, elements. This especially relates to historical texts such as medieval
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allegories or commedias dell’arte. To give an example, the names of characters
Frater and Misericordia were translated into Czech as Mnich and Milosrdenství
respectively. In these cases, we need to explain to the reader the meaning of the
proper noun because it very often personifies abstract terms or expresses and
emphasizes certain typical attributes.
We use the substitution for a similar purpose but in a different situation,
i.e., when it is necessary to take into consideration "[…] the dependence [of a
proper noun] on national forms (each nation has its own register of name
forms) […]“10. This concerns satirical or comedy texts in particular; we aim to
accentuate typical attributes of characters rather than call them believable
names. Here, the translator is required to be the most imaginative as they have
to precisely perceive the authorial intent regarding naming the characters. In
some cases, they also have to decide whether to base their translation either on
the formal or semantic aspect while the original name contains both at the same
time. Levý comments on this by giving an example of two different translations
of Shakespearean couple Mr Ford and Mr Page – Josef Václav Sládek followed
the meaning in his substitution; therefore, he translated the names into Czech as
Brodský – Pacholík. On the other hand, Erik Adolf Saudek based his translation
on the name forms typical for the Czech cultural context, having translated the
names as Vodička – Hošek11.
Obviously, both of these methods are relevant only when the semantic
value of a proper noun is related to the other content of a text. Therefore, we
assess the validity of the semantic value in relation to the work as a whole.
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The last of the above-mentioned methods is the so-called transcription.
We resort to this translation device when the semantic value is completely
absent which enables to keep the proper name in its original form, with possible
adjustment on the basis of the standards and cultural context of the target
language. For example, transcribed proper names are modified in such a way to
comply with its grammatical system (noun declension, phone substitution
regarding pronunciation, etc.)
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3. The Practical Application
The translation of short story Sraz naší třídy from book Nové povídky
written by Zdeněk Svěrák.

The Reunion
To be honest, I don’t really like my high school class reunions. I used to
once. But when forty or fifty years passes since the school-leaving exams, these
reunions should be banned by the Ministry of Education. Why should I
voluntarily torment myself by looking at the girls I used to yearn for and at the
boys whose shoulders and muscles I used to envy, and see how we have ended
up? It’s even worse than looking in the mirror with my glasses on. It’s always
giving me a fright.
But then this invitation letter from my classmate Billy Halflord arrives,
saying that our B class is getting together again to think back on our beautiful
years as students, and I can’t resist. If only for the fact that lately we haven’t
been meeting in restaurants but instead at our class teacher Kolachie’s house so
that he doesn’t have to trudge anywhere. And maybe it would have made
Kolachie sad if I hadn’t shown up.
His family house from late-fifties has a small entrance hall which wasn’t
expecting so many people and is full of our shoes now. We’re taking them off
and moving on to the living room, walking on a shabby Persian carpet in our
stockinged feet.
We’re saying hello to each other and our class teacher’s eyes are
watering. We have been calling him by his first name, Roman, already for a
long time. His old dog’s eyes are watering too, and besides, his fur stinks.
Roman’s wife, who passed away twenty years ago, is watching us from a large
oil painting hanging above a couch. This suntanned beauty was something we
all envied him. He loved her so much that he would sometimes take her to his
lessons to show her his teaching.
This year’s party started with a mystery that confused us all a little.
There was a guy nobody knew. He was sitting among the girls, with a napkin
on his knees, and stuffing himself with open sandwiches.
“Who’s that?” I asked Halflord when we were smoking on the balcony.
“I don’t know. A friend of Roman’s perhaps. Or the husband of one of
the girls.”
Our classmate Cloddy was of the opinion that it could easily be Derfler
who had been in our class for one term but then he had vanished. Anne Urban,
who always had protuberant eyes but now they’re almost touching her glasses,
swore that it isn’t Derfler and that it’s not any of our girls’ husband either.
“Roman says it’s Sidel,” someone said.
“Sidel!!! If he’s Sidel, I’ll eat my hat,” said Halflord.
- 11 -

“Gentlemen, don’t forget that we’ve changed. I can’t even remember the
last time Richie Sidel came to a reunion. All those years could have left marks
like that on the poor fellow,” said Cloddy watching the unfamiliar old-timer.
“Watch this,” Halflord raised his index finger and he shouted into the
living room through a crack in the balcony door: “Richie!”
The old-timer didn’t bat an eye so it wasn’t Richie.
And so Knack downed his glass of white wine for courage and
announced:
“I’ll just go and ask him!” And all of us crowded into the room.
“Hey, excuse me,” said Knack to the man, “but we’re having a hard time
remembering what your name is.”
“Sidel,” the old-timer replied. “I’m Richie Sidel’s brother. He’d broken
his leg so he sent me in his stead.”
We gasped for breath. As nobody was expecting such an absurd answer,
it immediately eased the atmosphere of the party. It was as if Sidel with his leg
in plaster sent us proof, embodied by his brother, that the absurd is alive, of
flesh and blood, drinking from our bottle and gulping down sandwiches.
“And how’s Richie doing, has he retired yet?” asked our class teacher
with interest.
“He broke his leg,” said the brother with his mouth full and added
nothing more.
I was watching this ingenuous stand-in, who hadn’t gone through
anything with us and yet he didn’t hesitate to arrive here, was stroking the dog
between his ears and feeling comfortable.
Stephanie Dew, who used to have such firm breasts that I relentlessly
kept drawing them during lessons, brought hot sausages from the kitchen.
“Help yourselves, dear friends, before they get cold!” she said and licked
her greasy finger.
I wanted to grab one but just then I realized that after petting the dog I
couldn’t so I made for the bathroom. There was a water closet with a cracked
plastic toilet seat, plastered with shreds of band-aids, a dingy mirror and a sink
with a flapjack of age-old rust. A fan rumbling in a loose bearing rippled a
blackened cobweb. It was a widower’s bathroom. When I was washing my
hands with a cracky piece of soap, I suddenly realized that I must ask my class
teacher a few things this very night. So as to learn about them before it’s too
late.
When Roman Kolachie became our class teacher, he was an
inexperienced young man in a corduroy jacket. He had taught at elementary
school before and we were his first high schoolers. A few lessons of Russian and
civics were enough for us to realize that he wouldn’t be difficult to deal with.
For instance, as early as he told us that the Russian word for war is the same as
the Czech one for the military service, my classmate Stephens was already
putting his hand up:
“Comrade teacher, tell us another story from the time you were in the
army, as you did last time.”
“Yes!” the rest of us begged him.
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And so Kolachie looked at his watch to check if he could afford an
interlude like this, and he gladly dredged up a memory from his border guard
service because it had been his most intense experience in life so far.
“After this really exhausting redeployment with full kits on, we assumed
a firing position at the foot of the hill Stormer. Our company commander, first
lieutenant Fellows – a great fellow by the way – wised us up about brand new
binoculars which had just become a part of our arsenal. These binoculars were
very special because when you assumed a prone position and looked through
them, their optical system completely ignored grass blades in immediate
proximity. As if there was no grass at all.”
“It ain’t possible!” said Stephens.
“I hadn’t thought it was possible either but when First Lieutenant
Fellows lent them to me and I focused through the grass lying prone, I saw just
a clear panorama of Ore Mountains.”
The whole of our treacherous class acted surprised, as if we were dying
to try these wonderful binoculars out, and then Billy Halflord raised his hand
which always promised an unexpected point of view:
“Since we’re talking about those binoculars, this summer we found
binoculars in the attic at my grandma’s, German ones, I mean left there by
Germans, and these ones were in turn special because when you looked
through them from one side, they made everything seem closer, as usual, but
when you looked from the other side, everything was awfully far and terribly
small.”
Halflord fulfilled our expectations.
Our class teacher helplessly looked at us and said:
“Now I don’t know, Halflord, if you’re making fun of me or if you’ve
never seen binoculars before.”
“They were the very first binoculars I’ve ever held in my hands and they
were this special,” replied Halflord with an explorer’s enthusiasm and he
wanted to go on but Cloddy, who sat behind him, made him sit down by
tugging on his coat-tails and said: “Enough, dude.”
Unlike our teacher Kolachie, we all knew that if it was Stephens talking
about unusual German binoculars, it would be a well-faked naivety and a
rather insolent test of the teacher’s patience, whereas Billy Halflord, he was
pure innocence personified, with no ulterior motives.
Now, someone might get the impression from reading my memories that
we didn’t respect our class teacher. Well, we both did and didn’t. As time
passed, even the worst cynics in our B class realized that he was a good soul
who was easily moved and that it’s not necessary to needlessly hurt him. And
he was also winning us over by putting in a good word for us.
“Hefton, I put in a good word for you with my fellow teacher Birch, so
maybe, I repeat: m a y b e you won’t fail in math,” he said, for instance. And
that was something because no one was able to mollify Birch, who I’m going to
talk about again later.
He also interceded for us in the incident which went down in the history
of our school as “tan your own comrade”. It involved engineer Dullard who
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taught us chemistry. This bald, pallid ghost, odorless and tasteless, who was
nicknamed Goat’s Fart for some reason, should have stayed in the chemical
plant Litvínov instead of becoming a teacher because he had no talent for it.
Dullard was hardly able to speak loud enough for the first row of desks, the rest
of the class were out of luck and so they gravitated towards non-chemical
amusements. And he was also kind of a jerk. While other teachers tolerated
when we called them Mr. This or Mrs. That, Dullard called for a bad behavior
mark for pupils who didn’t address teachers as “Comrades”.
The only thing I remember from his lessons was his statement that they
who do not understand chemistry do not understand anything, because the
whole world is just one big chemical process. That’s probably why I still don’t
understand the world.
Well, this Mendeleev once came into the classroom all irritated because
he had been cut out of the skiing course again, although his factory lungs
would have surely deserved the fresh mountain air much more than any other
lungs.
“Everyone will come back from the mountains tanned as Ashantis, only I
will still be pale,” he said. And he shouldn’t have said that because that was just
the sentence which gave Roughton the idea of giving him a tan.
The very next day, he replaced the lightbulb above the blackboard with a
sunlamp. In order not to suffer from the radiation, some of us protected our
eyes with transparent green rulers but it wasn’t necessary because the lamp
shone from above practically only on Dullard’s bald head. It got a healthy color
right after the first lesson of chemistry and by the second one, Dullard’s head
began to peel. Unfortunately, Roughton didn’t manage to remove the sunlamp
before the A class, with their female chemistry teacher Weiss, had their lesson
there. And she recognized the radiation by its smell. She ordered the sunlamp
to be unscrewed and then she brought it to Dullard in his room. She reportedly
said: “Now it’s clear why your head is like a ham hock.” And when she was
leaving, Ashanti Goat’s Fart went out of the room and yelled out in the
corridor: “And it’s also damn clear that someone’s goin’ to be thrown out for
this!”
And it was our class teacher Kolachie who swore to find the offender and
who also saw to it that none was ever found. I very accurately remember what
he told us back then:
“What you did to Comrade Dullard was deplorable and life-threatening,
and your good intention to tan the comrade is no excuse either. The one who
concocted this should feel ashamed and be very glad that nobody from this
class, I repeat: n o b o d y knows whose idea it was, because one student can be
expelled from school but the whole class cannot.”
And thanks to these golden words, Roughton was able to finish his
studies.
Now, he’s sitting next to our hunched class teacher and he just borrowed
a pair of glasses from him to examine a miniature black-and-white photo 6x6,
which were common back then.
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I need to get to Kolachie before he falls asleep because he usually lasts
two hours and then he closes his eyes and we must go on talking without him.
One more memory has come back to me now but actually this one I
could say aloud. What’s curious about these reunions is that we tell stories we
all know, we just refresh them. And so I join the conversation:
“Do you remember what Halflord said when Stalin died?”
“Well, it’s nice, tell it,” someone agrees and so I’m telling the story about
the year 1953 when one day newspapers came out with Iosif Vissarionovich in a
black frame and Prague turned into a city covered in black cloth, as was usual
in fairy tales when a princess got eaten by a dragon. Mourning music was
streaming from the radios for many days while gloomy broadcasters were
announcing that the body of the greatest leader of the proletariat would be
embalmed and laid in a mausoleum on Red Square, right next to the body of
Comrade Lenin. And just at that time of mourning of the whole socialist camp,
an inspector came to our class during a civics lesson.
“Don’t you even remind me of this, I couldn’t sleep for three nights
after,” says our class teacher but apparently he’ll gladly take a listen, too,
because otherwise, he wouldn’t have put his palm to his ear to hear everything
well.
So I keep on telling the story, how the inspector with a black mourning
tie around his neck and a solemn look of bereavement on his face sat for a
while behind the teacher’s desk and then he stood up and said: “If you let me,
Comrade Kolachie, I’d like to ask a couple of things. We all know what a
terrible loss has befallen us. Does anybody know how the body of deceased
Comrade Stalin is going to be taken care of?”
There was a moment of silence while Kolachie was fixing his imploring
eyes upon us. Then Halflord’s eager hand sprang up and our class teacher’s
eyes blinked in terror.
“Yes, go ahead,” said the inspector.
“The body of deceased comrade Stalin isn’t goin’ to be buried in a
normal grave, it’s goin’ to be stuffed an’ displayed in that… in that panopticon
on Red Square.”
It’s funny now but nobody laughed back then.
The inspector gulped and gave our class teacher a questioning look.
“You mean in a mausoleum,” said Kolachie.
“Yes!” agreed Halflord.
“But you said in a panopticon,” the inspector raised his voice.
“I did say it but I didn’t wanna,” said Halflord.
“What’s your name?” the inspector took out of his breast pocket a black
notepad provided with a little black pencil in a little black side tube.
“Halflord William.”
“What does your father do, boy?”
“My father is a painter,” replied Billie.
“Look at that, a painter…” the inspector nodded his head as if this
explained a lot, and he wrote something down.
“Of houses,” added Halflord, undermining the inspector’s deduction.
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“Comrade Inspector,” Kolachie ventured to step in, sweat bursting upon
his forehead, “Halflord suffered a severe concussion and as a consequence, he’s
sometimes unable to recall the right words. His father is an exemplary worker
of the Paintflat cooperative who painted our classroom on his own time during
the holidays.”
This took us aback. We didn’t know that Billie had suffered a concussion
or that his father had painted the classroom.
The inspector cast his eyes over the walls of the classroom and snapped
his notepad shut.
“These are serious times,” he said, not to us but to Teacher Kolachie.
“And it’s advisable to weigh one’s words carefully. Not being serious in serious
times may result in serious consequences.”
Our teacher gestured us to stand up as the inspector left the classroom at
a gloomy pace.
“That’s a good story!” laughed Sidel’s brother, the only one who wasn’t
there, and he tipsily asked when the next reunion would be because he would
hate to miss it.
After this recollection of Stalin’s demise, Kev Hefton made a telling
wordless gesture at me and so we went to the balcony to smoke a cigarette. And
this was where we finally talked about our teacher of math and descriptive
geometry, Robert Birch. Chess players might be familiar with his name because
he excelled in this sport.
This silent, always smartly-dressed slim man had the gift of creating an
atmosphere of unease in the class in a way which has remained puzzling to me.
During his lessons, the dread thickened to a point where you couldn’t breathe.
And all this despite the fact that the man never raised his voice and you could
say he was shy. He never looked girls in the eye. He was able to look us in the
eye but when he examined a girl in math, he was looking at the ceiling or the
floor. He had stern brown eyes in which not a single spark of a smile ever
glistened. The silence during his math lessons was absolute. Someone dared to
whisper only when he was writing on the blackboard with his back to us, but
even then it only took Birch just to silently turn his head round and the
whispering would die away.
It happened just once, the only time that he laughed. And we’re not even
sure about that.
Hefton was being examined in front of the blackboard. He was being
deprived of his logical reasoning by the fear he would fail in math and it was
making him tremble. Birch was paralyzing him like a cobra paralyzes a mouse.
Hefton broke the chalk while writing, he was wiping off what he wrote with a
rag and his sweaty hand, and then he gave up and fixed his helpless eyes on the
teacher.
“Sit down,” said Birch drily.
And Hefton – not because he wanted to be funny but because he was a
hypnotized mouse – sat down on the dais.
After that we weren’t able to hold it in anymore and burst out laughing.
And in that moment, Birch turned his back to us, looked out from a window,
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and some say they weren’t, but I swear that his shoulders were slightly shaking
with stifled laughter.
This was one human moment in the behavior of this ice-cold man. I
noticed the second one during my oral school-leaving exam when I was solving
an equation and Birch was sitting on the chair next to me. I was moving 2a from
one side of the equation to the other and I forgot to change the sign. And
suddenly I felt pressure on my right shoe. I thought it very unlikely but it was
true: Birch trod on my foot under the table so that I would add a minus.
These two instances make me believe that Robert Birch wasn’t a tyrant
but rather that his horrible strictness was perfectly pretended.
There was one more trifle concerning Birch which was making us all
wonder. A single, mysterious word. Sometimes it happened that our class
teacher came to our math lesson to tell us something urgent about the parentteacher association or about a hops-picking or hay-raking voluntary job. These
occasional visits always ended by Kolachie’s apology for interrupting the lesson
and, as he was leaving, he hardly audibly said to Birch with a smile: “Old
ways!” And Birch also said in his dry voice “Old ways!” and something subtly
crossed his face at that, something that almost looked like a smile.
We always kept arguing about this little word. Some thought that it
wasn’t “old ways” but “hallways”. That didn’t make sense. Birch always
carried old set squares and ancient pointed sticks to his lessons of descriptive
geometry in order to give us an idea of how flat lines look in three-dimensional
space. And of course, this wasn’t among the most recent teaching methods.
Hefton and I have just finished smoking and wanted to leave the balcony
when the old dog slipped in through the door and in a shroud of his smell
emerged our class teacher Kolachie.
“What are you up to, smokers?”
“Birch is what we’re talkin’ about. Roman, what was he like? Was he fun
sometimes?” I say.
“Robert? That guy was great. But you weren’t supposed to know that.
Do you know what he used to say? That for teachers, a classroom is a stage and
a school staffroom a dressing room. That’s where teachers remove their makeup and stop acting. He was a sex maniac for instance.”
“Birch? A sex maniac?” Hefton gasped for breath.
“You bet. It was an ordeal for him to teach at a high school. I remember
what he said when he got back from one lesson and threw his briefcase on a
table: Why must Stephanie Dew sit in the front row with such a name and such
protruding breasts? Why don’t you reseat her? Who can stand this? This is not
teaching, this is heroism!”
“Are you talking ‘bout me?” asked Dew from the room, now married to
Yeast, who has just been passing around photos of her six grandchildren.
“Nope!” said Hefton and he closed the door.
“And what about that greeting of yours, Roman? Did you use to say old
ways or hallways?” I asked.
Our teacher smiled and hesitated a little:
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“Well, we’re men and Robert is in Olšany cemetery anyway… Once,
when we celebrated the Teacher’s day, he got into a talkative mood and he told
me about his most intense erotic experience. As you know, he was a great chess
player and attended many tournaments. And once he was invited to a
championship in some mansion in the Krč district of Prague. He was supposed
to ring the doorbell and say the password: Queen’s gambit. Robert went there
and when they let him in and locked the door, he found himself at a gettogether where there were more women chess players than men and that these
ladies had no clue what a gambit is because they were not at all chess players.
Robert simply ended up at a sexual party.”
”Orgy!” Hefton exclaimed it in astonishment.
”Yup. And one of those ‚female participants’ bewitched him. And while
they were making love at the party, Robert whispered to her if she would like
to meet him some other time and somewhere else, just the two of them. And
she said: You? Always!”
”As ‘anytime’?” I made sure.
“Yeah. Robert couldn’t forget about that. And that is why we kept
greeting each other that way,” our class teacher smiled and yawned.
We returned to the room because the floor tiles on the balcony had
already gotten cold and they chilled us in our stockinged feet. Roman sank into
his armchair and fell asleep.
I was happy that I hadn’t skipped this reunion. We carefully woke up
our class teacher at midnight and said goodbye.
Outside, it was a starlit night. Our class teacher stood in front of the door
and he watched us leaving. We had no idea that this would be the last time
we'd ever see him.
“So next year at your place again, Roman!” shouted Billy Halflord.
“Always!” replied our class teacher and waved goodbye.
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4. Macroanalysis of the Translation
In order to meet the translation topic of this Thesis, its author chose short
story Sraz naší třídy from book Nové povídky written by scenarist, actor and
writer Zdeněk Svěrák. The choice of the original literary text was made on the
ground of two main criteria: first, the original had to be written in an interesting
language and based on an interesting plot which would offer various
translation issues to deal with, e.g., translation of proper names, distinguishing
between language registers, wordplays, etc. Second, it was necessary that the
official translation of the original had not existed up to the date of writing this
Thesis, as this might have raised questions about the authenticity of the
translation presented in the Thesis. The chosen short story fulfilled both of these
conditions and, in addition, it created an opportunity to translate the text in a
less usual direction, i.e., from mother tongue into a foreign language.
Let us introduce the author of the original short story in more detail.
Zdeněk Svěrák, nationally renowned especially for his work in Žižkovké
divadlo Járy Cimrmana, was born on March 28, 1936 in Prague12. After having
graduated from the Faculty of Education, he worked as a teacher for several
years before he became established in the field of filmmaking and theater.
Among popular Czech films he contributed to, be it as an actor or as a
screenwriter, there are for example Marečku, podejte mi pero, Obecná škola or Kolja
(in 1996, this film became the only Czech motion picture awarded famous Oscar
prize)13. His unmistakable sense of humor and world view, often described as
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kind, poetic and intelligent, indisputably ranks him among prominent Czech
filmmakers and writers.

Being already Svěrák's second collection of short stories, Nové podvídky
follows its successful predecessor simply titled Povídky. Illustrated by a
longtime fellow of Svěrák from the already mentioned theater company,
Jaroslav Weigel, Nové povídky was published in 2011 by Fragment publishing
house14. It contains nine short stories of ten pages each in average. Narrated in
first person about a reunion of former classmates after several decades, the
short story Sraz naší třídy gently depicts, with a pleasant combination of
nostalgia and humor, the course of a fictional evening, which mainly consists of
recalling stories from the school years past.
As well as the whole book, this short story is intended for adult readers –
especially for older generations as these are most able to identify with the
atmosphere of the story and its characters. Moreover, the story contains
references to the events and the whole ambiance of the socialistic
Czechoslovakia, which again may be more appreciated by older readers thanks
to their own life experiences. To give an example, we can mention the episode
of the school inspector coming into class during the time of mourning for
Stalin15, an allusion to hops-picking or hay-raking voluntary jobs16 or
addressing teachers "Comrades". Another proof of the Svěrák's target readers
being adults are wordplays; the final episode in the short story is based on a
paronymic pun17 and the author generally uses a rather original vocabulary
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which might not be familiar to a child: "[…] a shabby Persian carpet […]"18, "[…]
such an absurd answer […]"19, "[…] panopticon […] mausoleum […]"20 and
more. Finally, obvious targeting on the adult readers is demonstrated by an
erotic topic at the end of the story.
Among other topics Svěrák deal with in his book there are, for instance,
musing on the contrast between a child's innocent worldview and a sociallyburdened perception of an adult (short story Betlémské světlo21), a humorous
story about an occasional need to use vulgar language (O slušném taxikáři22) or
despairing at single, never-repeated encounter with an unknown beauty in the
streets (Ujetá láska23). In addition, several short stories are interconnected by the
Svěrák's specific weakness for women (e.g., short stories Nákup24, Lázně
Mokřady25, Ujetá láska26), which, for example, can be also seen in his most
recent screenwriting endeavor Vratné láhve (translated into English as
"Empties"); Svěrák himself plays the lead role of an elderly man with a youthful
zest for life in all areas.
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5. Microanalysis of the Translation
In this chapter, we will focus on the analysis of the translation itself and
chosen translation solutions. The translation microanalysis will be divided into
several subchapters: first, we will analyze the text as a whole and then we will
discuss individual thematic sections associated with the particular translation
solutions.
Among these issues there are grammatical perspective, especially
concerning verb tenses, reflections on proper names and their translation,
comparison of the formal and informal language register and re-stylizing the
original in order to aptly express the authorial intent. Finally, we will mention a
helpful assistance of several people of different nationalities and their
contribution to the translation outcome.
Since this chapter describes the personal translation solutions of the
author of this Thesis, we will use the first person in order to avoid awkward
impersonal constructions.

5.1.

General Description of the Translation Process

As mentioned above, the original text was chosen on the grounds of the
language variety, interesting episodic themes and appropriate length of the
story as well – the original extends to approximately 10 pages of A5 format. I
made the translation in several phases: first, I attentively read the original,
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carefully thought about its plot and characters and estimated difficult or
creatively interesting passages of the text. Subsequently, searching for the
particular solutions for these and other translation issues (such as translation of
proper names, re-stylizing, etc.) was a running process.
In the next phase, I drew up the first, "rough" translation of the short
story. Considering it more flowing and natural, I decided to use the American
English. Afterward, I set the draft aside for several weeks in order to acquire
more objective perspective for the text revision. This revision helped me correct
various mistakes, often of carelessness, and awkward wording or formulations.
At the same time, I looked into the individual translation solutions of mine in
more detail and tried to find the optimal ones. Thanks to this, I was able to
create the second, presentable version of the translation.
This very version was sent to several English speaking consultants,
including three native speakers, who were disposed to read my translation and
comment on the text in general, alternatively suggesting minor changes to the
text. These remarks (see Foreign consultants) were taken into consideration for
the final version of the translation.

5.2.

Grammatical Issues

The previous subchapter describes two phases of making my translation.
Especially during the second one, I minutely examined the individual language
phenomena, using reliable online sources dealing with English (including
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linguistic discussion forum WordReference.com, where native speakers answer
various language issues, or question & answer site StackExchange.com, which
regularly publishes erudite articles on language) as well as English grammar
textbook Advanced Grammar in Use written by Martin Hewings and published
by Cambridge University Press (see Sources). On the basis of this research on
the more complicated language phenomena occurring in the draft, I chose at my
discretion the most appropriate translation solutions.
Let us now give several examples which illustrate choosing between two
or more variants of solutions, together with commentary and references to
sources:

[...] pohledem na holky, po kterých jsem toužil [...]27
[...] looking at the girls I used to yearn for [...]28
Despite its potentially archaic vibe, the verb "to yearn for" is quite commonly
used in English, and unlike "to long for" it means a wish, a desire for something
the speaker never had.29

To se vždycky leknu.30
It‘s always giving me a fright.31
The chosen variant of more colloquial sound "to give sb a fright" adequately
projected the narrator's tone in the original. Although the action denoted by the
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verb is repeated, I used the present progressive tense to emphasize negative
feelings of the narrator about the action. This is particularly typical in
combination with the adverb "always".32

Asi Romanův kamarád.33
A friend of Roman‘s perhaps.34
Between the variants "a Roman's friend" and "a friend of Roman's", I ultimately
chose the latter because it implies "one of many". The former indicates a very
strong relationship between two people and even might suggest intimacy.35

[…] zbytek třídy měl smůlu […]36
[...] so the rest of the class were out of luck [...]37
The verb "to be" is used here in the plural form to emphasize individuals in a
collective.38

5.3.

Language Registers

The narrating style Svěrák chose for this short story is a direct
involvement of a subjective narrator who speaks to the reader in first person
and describes the story from his point of view, evoking a feeling of the author
talking about his own experiences. This is supported by the used language
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register – even descriptive passages with no direct speech are written in an
informal, almost colloquial language. In order to preserve this style of an
elderly person telling their memoirs, I tried to choose suitable lexicon and use
linguistic structural elements typical for English. Among these elements there
are words with colloquial sound on the one hand, on the other hand, it includes
contractions, which are very typical for the spoken English because they impart
natural character to the speech and make it more fluent at the cost of shifting it
to a lower language register. Another proof of the colloquial character of the
narration is starting sentences with conjunctions and linking words. Let us
demonstrate this with the following examples:

[…] nabyl jsem jistoty, že se musím svého třídního zeptat na pár věcí. Aby se
nestalo, že se je nikdy nedovím.39
[…] I suddenly realized that I must ask my class teacher a few things this very
night. So as to learn about them before it’s too late.40

[…] a my jsme byli jeho první středoškoláci.41
[…] and we were his first high schoolers.42

Z mých vzpomínek by někdo mohl mít dojem, že jsme si svého třídního
nevážili. Nevážili i vážili.43
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Now, someone might get the impression from reading my memories that we
didn’t respect our class teacher. Well, we both did and didn’t.44

Tento holohlavý, bledý duch bez chuti a zápachu, kterému se bůhvíproč
přezdívalo Kozí prd […]45
This bald, pallid ghost, odorless and tasteless, who was nicknamed Goat’s Fart
for some reason […]46

A tehdy se profesor Habr obrátil zády k nám […]47
And in that moment, Birch turned his back to us […]48

Byl jsem rád, že jsem tenhle sraz nevynechal.49
I was happy that I hadn’t skipped this reunion.50

Also, it was necessary to adequately translate a number of very
colloquial expressions figuring in the direct speeches. In order to keep a
contrast between the narration and the direct speeches, I presumed to use slang
Americanisms, very informal contractions and relaxed pronunciation. Examples
of these phenomena:
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„Sajdl!!! Tohle jestli je Sajdl, tak já jsem papež,“ řekl Půlpán.51
“Sidel!!! If he’s Sidel, I’ll eat my hat,” said Halflord.52

„Já se ho normálně zeptám!“53
“I’ll just go and ask him!"54

„To není možný!“ řekl Štefánek.55
“It ain’t possible!” said Stephens.56

[…] ale když jste se koukli z druhý strany, tak bylo všechno strašně daleko a
strašně malinký.“57
[…] but when you looked from the other side, everything was awfully far and
terribly small.”58

„To stačí, vole.“59
“Enough, dude.”60
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„A už je taky jasný, že za to někdo vyletí ze školy!“61
“And it’s also damn clear that someone’s goin’ to be thrown out for this!”62

„Ano, ale nerad,“ řekl Půlpán.63
“I did say it but I didn’t wanna,” said Halflord.64

„O Habrovi si povídáme. Romane, jakej on byl? Byla s ním někdy sranda?“
povídám.65
“Birch is what we’re talkin’ about. Roman, what was he like? Was he fun
sometimes?” I say.66

„Jo. […]
„Jo. […]67
”Yup. […]
“Yeah. […]68
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5.4.

Re-stylizing the Original

As well as his other stories, Svěrák bases this short story on the word
plays. Strictly speaking, these word plays obviously cannot be transferred
literally into the target language. In reference to the above-mentioned
theoretical principles of translation – the criterion of keeping the authorial
intent – it was necessary to aptly re-stylize the original.
I had to resort to this particular translation solution, for example, at the
beginning of the story where Svěrák originally writes "že vojna znamená rusky
válka […]"69. This subtle language comment needed to be explained in more
detail for the English speaking reader:

For instance, as early as he told us that the Russian word for war is the
same as the Czech one for the military service […]70

I also opted for re-stylizing another of the plot episodes which tells a
story about a school inspector coming into the classroom during the time of
mourning for deceased Stalin and asking the students where the Comrade's
body will be buried. In the Czech original, the ridiculousness of the situation is
based on mistaking the words "mauzoleum" and "panoptikum" which might be
for their foreign language origin difficult to understand for a high school
student, making the whole confusion believable. However, while the first word
can be translated directly as "a mausoleum", the second exists in English as 'a
freak show' or 'a collection of curiosities'. As a result, such dissimilar
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formulations render the mistaking extremely unlikely. Therefore, I abandon
efforts of translating the second word faithfully and used the word "a
panopticon" (meaning "a circular jailhouse with an inspection house at its center
and cells around") instead, which made it possible to preserve the word play
more adequately.71
A more extensive re-stylizing was needed at the end of the story – the
final episode concerning mathematics teacher Birch is based on the resemblance
of the Czech words "dycinky", "tyčinky" a "tři činky". Since the narrator gives
reasons for mistaking these words on the grounds of their meaning (Birch
carries to his lessons "[…] tyčinky s hrotem na jednom konci, kterým se zabodly
do tabule, abychom viděli, jak přímky narýsované křídou na černou plochu
vypadají v trojrozměrném prostoru."72), I needed to modify the original text and
re-stylize the whole above cited paragraph in such a way to keep the intended
word play. In order to achieve this, I used the English words "always, "old
ways" and "hallways" and accordingly adjusted the text as follows:

We always kept arguing about this little word. Some thought that it
wasn’t “old ways” but “hallways”. That didn’t make sense. Birch always
carried old set squares and ancient pointed sticks to his lessons of descriptive
geometry in order to give us an idea of how flat lines look in three-dimensional
space. And of course, this wasn’t among the most recent teaching methods.73
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5.5.

Proper names

More or less important to the plot, a great number of characters were
introduced in the Svěrák's short story. In the majority, their names contain a
certain degree of peculiarity or semantic value. For this reason, after my own
consideration and with taking Jiří Levý's advice (see above) into account, I
eventually decided to transfer the proper names into English in order to
preserve the impressions of individual characters in association with their
names for the readers of the target text.
In these cases, concerning especially the characters' surnames, I strived to
grasp a notional word serving as a root of the name or a substantial impression
that the name gave. Following this method, I then created several variants of
English sounding surnames for each of the characters and subsequently
selected the best one considering the real occurrence of the names in the United
States of America or United Kingdom. For this purpose, I consulted the on-line
surname databases AmericanLastNames.us and AmericanSurnames.us (see
Sources).
Also, to keep the translation consistent throughout the whole text, it was
necessary to translate even the proper names the semanticity of which was not
that evident because keeping them in their original forms might have been too
disruptive. The characters' first names indisputably fall into this category.
Those used in the story mostly did not have direct equivalents among English
names; therefore, I based my translations on the etymology. Searching the
Internet, I learned the original meaning of the first name in Czech and then
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looked it up in an etymological list of English names, e.g., on the websites
BehindTheName.com or 20000-Names.com (see Sources). Again, I took into
consideration the name frequency, which I verified for example using the
website BabyNames.AllParenting.com (see Sources).
One exception to the above-mentioned procedure were the proper names
of municipalities or their parts whose names did not contain any characterizing
elements and there do not exist an official translation into English (compare
Praha

Prague x Krč, Litvínov). Although the Czech diacritical marks may be

confusing to English readers, I decided to keep them so that the text remained
more authentic.
The concrete examples and commentary:

Ladislav/Láďa Půlpán – William/Billy Halflord

This character gave me the impression of being good-natured or even
naive but also endowed with a great enthusiasm and indisputable
organizational abilities. As described in the short story, the reunions take place
mainly thanks to Halflord. On the other hand, the recollections of the school
years depicted him as a confused boy who spoke before he thought. Altogether
– with regard to his name – Halflord may be characterized as an even nobly
benign person, although of uncomplicated nature.
Initially, I took into consideration the etymological roots of the name.
Ladislav is a variant of another Czech first name, Vladislav, meaning "famous
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for his reign". Looking for a similar attribute in English names, I was able to
find only the name "Basil/Bas"; being clearly of a French origin, this variant was
contrary to the traditional character of the original name.74
Based on the general knowledge, I derived that first name Ladislav was
quite frequent in the period when this persona was born, also thanks to its
Czech traditional character. On the other hand, it became sounding tedious as a
result, with an undertow of flatness or lack of intellect. For these reasons, I
finally opted for English first name William and its diminutive form Billy.
The surname was translated almost literally, with intent to preserve its
apt semantic value in Czech as well as its euphony. I also considered Halfaman
or Halfman; however, these do not contain the trace of the character's nobility
and, on the contrary, sound too pejorative. The variant Semisir was ruled out
because of its apparent unnaturalness.75

Roman Koláček – Roman Kolachie

The character of an old class teacher was portrayed as kind, peaceful and
safe. In my opinion, these attributes were intensified by the diminutive
surname meaning a sweet bakery product, that is why I wanted to keep this
aspect in the translation, too, taking into account the phonetic quality of the
original. Therefore, I translated the surname as Kolachie which is derived from
the existing English word "kolach", an accurate equivalent of the Czech word
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"koláč". The suffix –ie transforms the surname into a diminutive form while
providing euphonic prolongation in pronunciation.
Being common in English speaking countries, too, I kept the first name
Roman in the same form as appearing in the original. Analyzing the name
etymology, I learned that its meaning is indeed "Roman", which gave me the
idea of using first name Julian because this name is even more frequent;
nevertheless, it deviates from the original and, in my view, harms the
consonance of the first and last name.76

Hrouda – Cloddy

I derived this surname on the basis of semantics, which brought me to
the English word "clod" (literally meaning "hrouda" in Czech). Using the online
database of surnames, I found several variants of real surnames with the same
root, among which Cloddy and Clodder were the most acceptable. However,
since Hrouda was introduced in the same sentence as another character with a
surname of no semantic value, Derfler, I chose Cloddy in order to avoid
repetition of the same suffix.77
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Libuše Urbánková – Anne Urban

On the basis of etymology and traditional character, I replaced Libuše by
English first name Anne – both names originally mean "lovely" and their
historic tradition is provable.
In my opinion, surname Urbánková does not imply any meaning
relevant to the story or the character. To meet the orthographic and
pronunciation aspect of the word, I chose the translation Urban which can be
considered as common in the USA.78

Slávek Sajdl – Richie Sidel

In this case, I again used the etymological method and discovered that
the Czech full first name Jaroslav means "important" or "famous for his power".
A similar meaning is contained in the English variant Richard, the diminutive
of which, Richie, I used in the story.
Concerning the surname, I focused on the pronunciation because I had
not found any important semantic aspect in the name. Because of the Sidel's
brother who acts as a gourmand in the story, the surname gave me the
impression of suggesting food or lard; however, basing the translation on this
unsupported impression would have accentuated it to an excessive degree.
Surname Sidel really exists in the USA and I assessed its Jewish origin as not
disturbing.79
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Antoušek – Knack

Since this character was mentioned in the story only once, the translation
of this character's name was not essential. However, it was necessary to hold to
the chosen methodology; therefore, I translated the name as follows:
According to the below mentioned article published on the website Naše
řeč, surname Antoušek became a synonym for the Czech words "ras, pohodný"
in some regions of the Czech lands in the past (thanks to a historical figure of
this name who performed this function). Next, I looked up these words in a
dictionary and found "a knacker". Finally, I browsed through the on-line
surname database and selected surname Knack for this character.80

Štěpánka Rosová - Stephanie Dew

Czech first name Štěpánka has a direct equivalent among English names
– Stephanie – which matches the original on the etymological level (both names
mean "crowned, wreathed"), sounds similar and is similarly long.
The surname was translated on the basis of the Czech word "rosa"
(meaning "dew" in English) which is evidently recognizable in the original
name. This word implies freshness or exuberance, which corresponds to the
attractive look of this character in her youth. Besides, surname Dew really exists
in the United States.81
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Štefánek – Stephens

Translating this surname, I followed a similar method as above because
Štefan is one of the male variants of first name Štěpánka (therefore, Stephanie
Stephen). The on-line surname database confirmed that a usual form of the
surname based on Stephen is Stephens so I used this variant.82

vrch Bouřňák – Stormer

This hill really existing in the Ore Mountains (Czech mountain range
"Krušné hory") and not being just a fictitious name based on a semantic value, I
considered leaving the original form of the name even in the translation.
Eventually, I decided to translate the name because the original form would
have been disruptive to the consistency of translation – I kept the original forms
of names in two rare cases only. Furthermore, the pronunciation would have
been difficult for the target readers, even if the diacritics had been removed.
Therefore, I took into account an official German translation, Stürmer, and
chose the translation solution Stormer, among other variants Stormy Hill and
Storman.83
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Moník – Fellows

Officer Moník appears in the story only tangentially within a memory of
class teacher Kolachie so I presumed to approach the translation more freely. As
a matter of fact, the name resembles a paronym "maník" (meaning "a guy,
fellow, dude" in English) which served as a basis for my translation. In
addition, surname Fellows really occurs in the USA according to the on-line
surname database. Another variant was Tommy, meaning both "a guy" and "a
private", which would have corresponded with the military role of the
character; however, Fellows had a better sound quality and, in addition, this
solution made it possible to create a subtle word play in the sentence
introducing this character: "Our company commander, first lieutenant Fellows –
a great fellow by the way […]".84

Krušné Hory - Ore Mountains

The mountain range "Krušné hory" has an official translation into
English, the Ore Mountains, so I did not hesitate to use this variant in order to
stay as consistent concerning the proper names as possible throughout the
whole translation.85
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Míla Musil – Kev Hefton

Lacking an accurate English equivalent, this character's first name
required greater efforts in order to be translated adequately. Again, I relied on
the name etymology: Czech name Miloslav originally means "famous for his
mercy", which led me to a popular English first name, Kevin, meaning
"merciful, beloved, gentle". Then I found a diminutive form of the name, Kev,
which corresponded to the original.
Although surname Musil does not contain any semantic value relevant to
the story, I took as a basis of my translation a similarly sounding Czech verb
"muset/musit" which had undoubtedly served as an etymological foundation
of this Czech surname. As regards English, I preferred the equivalent verb
"have to" to "must", creating two variants of the surname as a result: Haveman
and Hefton. Both of these surnames really exist; however, the onomatopoeic
value of full name Kev Hefton convinced me of using the latter variant, despite
it being less frequent than the former.86

Robert Habr – Robert Birch

The character of Robert Habr is described in the story as being cold,
reserved and stern, which is strongly supported by his name containing hard
consonants "r" and "b" and guttural "h". I intended to keep this aspect in the
translation as well so I used first name Robert unmodified (being popular in the
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English speaking world). As for the surname, I thought of the direct translation
"hornbeam" (meaning "habr" in Czech) at first – it has the sound of the original
but its length might have weakened the force of the one-syllable original. Since
I did not regard the denotative meaning of the word as important to the story, I
began looking for the desired result in other English names of trees. This
decision brought me to three surname variants - Alder, Birch a Fir. In the end, I
brushed away the first variant because of it being two-syllable and the last one
for not being pronounced in the desired way. Therefore, I selected the second
variant which in connection with the first name – Robert Birch – most fittingly
fulfilled the above-mentioned requirements.

Ďurič – Dullard

It was complicated to translate this character's name. In the story, Ďurič
is depicted as a sickly, dull, pedantic and even mean character. For the purpose
of expressing these negative qualities by the character's name as well, Svěrák
thought up a very apt surname which makes the character seem unpleasant at
first sight. This feeling is created by the contrast between consonants with hacek
(a typically Czech diacritical mark also called a caron or a wedge) and the hard
alveolar "r". In addition, soft "ď" is rarely used in Czech, especially at the initial
position of a word.
Initially, I strived to translate the name on the basis of an assumed root of
the original, "díra" (meaning "a hole" in English). However, I did not succeed to
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find a sufficiently suitable equivalent in English which would not excessively
emphasize the denotative meaning of this word. Therefore, I focused on
translating the name considering its sound. Original "Ďurič" contains a
cacophonic cluster of phones, which inspired me to search for cacophonous
words in English. I browsed through the below-mentioned Internet forum and
chose the words which were in some way related to the original name;
semantically or impressionally. However, such words either concerned the
name too marginally (such as "a gash" – trhlina, průrva, šrám or "a dollop" –
kydanec, plesknout) or there does not exist real surnames derived from them
(e.g., Vapid – nijaký, nemastný neslaný).
The last example eventually led me to base the translation on the most
peculiar quality to the character: dullness (or indistinctiveness, grayness).
Therefore, I eventually used the English adjective "dull" as a base for my
translation. Having consulted the on-line surname database, I selected
derivation "Dullard" which is really used in the USA.87

Kvasilová - Yeast

This surname was assumed by Štěpánka Rosová after marriage. In my
opinion, Svěrák, using a kind irony, intended to point out a change in the
character's appearance over the course of years. For this reason, I chose to
translate this surname on the basis of the Czech verb "kvasit" which is clearly
reflected in the original. In addition, American surname Yeast really exists.88
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Krč - ...in the Krč district of Prague
Litvínov – the chemical plant Litvinov
Olšany - Olšany cemetery

These toponyms are the only exception from my translation solution of
transferring all proper names into English; they do not have any official English
translations and in these cases, basing the translation on the German
expressions seemed unwieldy. However, in order to ensure a clarity of these
names, I added explanatory general expressions.

Hrubeš – Roughton

I again chose the method of taking into consideration the root of the
surname – Czech adjective "hrubý" (meaning "rough, coarse" in English) in this
case – and follow-up searching for an existing American surname of the same
root. The on-line surname database suggested surname Roughton which I
ultimately used in the translation.89

Malbyt – Paintflat

Acronym Malbyt is a representative of word blending typical for the
period of socialism in the past century, not only in Czechoslovakia. Therefore, it
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was necessary to try transferring this phenomenon into English translation as
well. To do this, I needed to find as short and as percussive English translation
equivalents as possible. On the basis of this method, I created the English
acronym version, Paintflat.

5.6.

Foreign consultants

With the intention to create a translation as successful as possible, I asked
six willing friends of foreign origins to assume a role of external consultants,
read my translation and send it back with an evaluation and commentary.
Among these consultants there are:

Devika Krnad, a native of Mumbai, India, who studies English literature
at the University of Mumbai. Her feedback was very elaborate and helpful, she
pointed out a great number of grammatical mistakes and suggested several
stylistic adjustments. Apart from her objection to the excessive American slang
words in direct speeches, Devika writes in her summarizing commentary: "I
absolutely love this short story; I finished it in the train this morning because it
was so interesting! I really like a lot of the vocabulary you have used, they
capture the story perfectly."

Rosalia Maier-Katkin, a native speaker living in Washington, D.C. and
working as Research Assistant at Georgetown University. Her insight helped
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me structure certain sentences more naturally, choose more appropriate
synonyms and correct grammatical issues. Rosalia sums the translation up as
follows: "[…] I actually enjoyed reading the story. It definitely has that sverak
voice. I used track changes, let me know if you have trouble seeing my edits.
Also don't be discouraged by all of the corrections I made. They were mostly
just small tense changes and questions about word choice. It was overall really
well done!"

Tutuwaa Sarpong, of Ghana origin, who studied foreign languages at
Západočeská univerzita (ZČU) and now works as a Customer Care Specialist
for an international company. Tutuwaa drew my attention to several mistakes
in the translation and suggested alternative solutions.

David Eugene Franklin, B. A., coming from the USA and being a member
of the academic staff at ZČU. In addition to an overall evaluation of the
translation, David helped me with language registers in direct speeches and
pointed out mistakes concerning verb tenses. In his words: "[…] it's very good.
The verb tenses do not need to be 100% correct if they appear in a direct
quotation -- it sounds colloquial in the correct way. I would say in general you
have a very good feel of what colloquial spoken English should sound like."
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Christine Cutajar, being of Malta origin and working as a freelance
English teacher. Thanks to her commentary, I was able to find and avoid several
ambiguities in the plot. I received the following response, in points:
"- great introduction!
- very descriptive, imaginative, original stories, and expressions all make it
interesting to read:)
- a lot of minute detail and short stories change very fast which made it
difficult to follow at times"

Dmitry Bogomolov, living in Ryazan, Russia and working as an IT
specialist. In his opinion, the translation was well-done, he complimented the
word play with surname Fellows and pointed out the potentially unclear
expression "socialist peace camp".

Thanks to this significant assistance, I was able to finish the translation in
a form more natural to a native speaker. This version is included in this Thesis
as well. This way, I want to sincerely thank all the above-mentioned
consultants.
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6. Conclusion

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the principal aim of this
Thesis was to create a translation of a literary text. Considering the character of
the chosen original short story, which does not limit itself to an uncomplicated
plot or a plain language, the attempt to achieve the determined objective
involved certain demands and a need of an insight into the field of translation.
Therefore, it was necessary to read up on the theory of literary translation in
order to provide a methodical basis for choosing adequate translation solutions,
as well as to enable the author of this Thesis to understand better the
interlingual translation.
Thus, the benefit of the practical application – the translation itself – is
evident; thanks to this, it was possible to try creatively solving the individual
translation issues, which required a correct comprehension of the authorial
intent. This piece of experience was a valuable practical initiation into the field
of translation which the author of this Thesis plans to pursue further.
Among other experience acquired by working on this Thesis, there is
indisputably a contact with experts such as the supervisor of this Thesis, with
the foreign consultants who willingly contributed to finalizing the translation,
and, last but not least, with the author of the short story, Zdeněk Svěrák. Mr
Svěrák nearly without delay responded to a letter sent by the author of this
Thesis; this letter described the Thesis topic together with reasons for choosing
such an original and included the complete translation. In his reply, Mr Svěrák
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expressed, in a short comment written in his own hand, his delight over
choosing his very short story for the purpose of this Thesis (see Appendix).
As far as the overall merit of this Thesis is concerned, the theoretical
groundwork and the description of the individual translation issues may help
those interested in literary translation orientate in this area and choose their
own translation solutions. Being the only existing one up to the date of writing
this Thesis, this translation of the short story Sraz naší třídy into English may
offer an interesting comparison with the original or, as the case may be, with a
future official translation. Last but not least, the gained knowledge and
experience may later serve as foundations for a Master Thesis oriented on a
translation topic whose greater demands on an extent of an original text, a
thoroughness of the microanalysis, etc. would motivate the author of this Thesis
to study the domain of translation even further.
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9. Abstract

The objective of this Bachelor Thesis is to create a translation of a literary
text and comment on the chosen translation solutions. Revolving around the
translation of the short story Sraz naší třídy written by Zdeněk Svěrák, the
Thesis consists of several main parts: first, it explains the basics of the general
theory of literary translation with an excursion into a topic of proper name
translation. The translation itself follows, accompanied by the chapter of
Macroanalysis – presenting the author of the original story and his work – as
well as the Microanalysis of the translation. The latter deals with the individual
translation issues, gives reasons for chosen solutions and shows them on
concrete examples. Moreover, the original story and its author's response to the
translation can be found in the Appendix of this Thesis.
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10. Resumé

Cílem této bakalářské práce bylo vytvořit překlad uměleckého textu s
komentářem k vybraným překladatelským řešením. Celá práce je založena na
překladu povídky Sraz naší třídy napsané Zdeňkem Svěrákem a rozdělena do
několika hlavních částí. Nejprve jsou uvedeny základy obecné teorie překladu
společně s podkapitolou věnující se konkrétnímu tématu překladu vlastních
jmen. Dále následuje samotný překlad, ke kterému se vztahuje jak kapitola
Makroanalýza překladu, která představuje autora povídky a jeho dílo, tak
kapitola Mikroanalýza překladu. Tato kapitola se věnuje jednotlivým
překladatelským tématům, uvádí důvody pro vybraná řešení a dokazuje je na
konkrétních příkladech. K práci je v závěru přiložen oskenovaný text předlohy
společně s reakcí Zdeňka Svěráka na téma této práce.
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11. Appendix
Appendix n. 1: Nové povídky by Zdeněk Svěrák, the short story Sraz naší třídy
(see Sources)
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Appendix n. 2: Zdeněk Svěrák's reply to the letter sent by the author of this
Thesis
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